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Review 

of doctoral thesis of M. Sc. Erik Thoms on  

“Inflection Point in Pressure Dependent Molecular Dynamics  

of Various Glass-Forming Liquids” 

 
The reviewed thesis was prepared by M. Sc. Erik Thoms at Department of Biophysics 

and Molecular Physics under supervision of Prof. Dr. Hab. Marian Paluch and 

submitted as doctoral thesis to Institute of Physics of University of Silesia in Katowice. 

 

 The thesis of M. Sc. Erik Thoms is based on three multi-author publications: 

1. “Inflection in the pressure dependent conductivity of the protic ionic liquid 

C8HImNTf2” by Erik Thoms, Żaneta Wojnarowska, Peter Goodrich,  

Johan Jacquemin, and Marian Paluch; J. Chem. Phys., 146, 181102 (2017) 

2. “Breakdown of the Simple Arrhenius Law in the Normal Liquid State” by  

Erik Thoms, Andrzej Grzybowski, Sebastian Pawlus, and Marian Paluch; 

J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 9, 1783 (2018) 

3. “Inflection point in the Debye relaxation time of 2-butyl-1-octanol” by 

Erik Thoms, Sławomir Kołodziej, Michał Wikarek, Stefan Klotz, Sebastian Pawlus, 

and Marian Paluch; J. Chem. Phys., 149, 214502 (2018) 

 

The research performed by Mr. Erik Thoms was related to, generally speaking, 

molecular dynamics of glass forming liquids under high hydrostatic pressure 

investigated by means of broad band dielectric spectroscopy. The subject of the thesis 

was not accidental – supervisor of thesis, Prof. Marian Paluch, is a world-class expert 

in investigations of molecular relaxations in condensed matter under high pressure, 

and dielectric spectroscopy is his favorite experimental technique. Glass transition is 

commonly and frequently occurring phenomenon in different kind of materials and has 

been the object of research for decades – nevertheless, due to complex nature of this 

phenomenon, it is still not fully understood.  
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From the editorial point of view, the text being a compilation of results could be 

prepared more carefully. As for the language - the English text, though not fluent, is 

understandable, but the summary in Polish is crude. In general, abstracts, both in 

English and Polish, are not clear, and yet the summary should be understandable 

without having to refer to the main text. I also noticed few typos and errors in the main 

text, but due to the secondary importance of these shortcomings I will not mention 

them.  

The review of the doctoral dissertation should be focused on the assessment of 

scientific value and on the contribution of the doctoral student. The latter aspect is 

particularly important when the PhD thesis is based on multi-author publications. On 

the one hand, the publication of articles in reputable magazines, where they have been 

thoroughly evaluated by high class experts, makes it easier for the reviewer to assess 

the merits of the dissertation. On the other hand, it is more difficult to evaluate what 

the creative contribution of a doctoral student was in the presented works, compared 

to classical dissertations in which the doctoral student's ability to formulate 

assumptions, analysis of the state of knowledge, critical discussion of results and 

logical formulation of conclusions can be demonstrated. For these reasons, in my 

review I will focus mainly on evaluation of the role of Mr. Erik Thoms in the publications. 

Mr. Erik Thoms is the co-author of seven scientific publications in high ranking 

journals, but he selected three as the basis of his doctorate, which I consider to be a 

very proper and logical choice. He set himself an ambitious goal to explore the nature 

of the somehow "mysterious" effect of an inflection point commonly seen in glass 

forming liquids on pressure-dependent plots of parameters characterizing molecular 

dynamics. As model research objects he has selected three different materials:  

1-octylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imid, propylene carbonate, and  

2-butyl-1-octanol. The choice of these materials was well thought out, because they 

represent three significantly different classes of glass-forming liquids. 1-

octylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imid, abbreviated by the Author as 

C8HImNTf2, is an ionic liquid with labile protons, in which coulombic forces are 

dominating interactions. Propylene carbonate (PC) is a model van-der-Waals 

molecular liquid, broadly investigated by means of dielectric spectroscopy. The third 

chosen material, 2-butyl-1-octanol (2B1O) represents glass forming liquids with 

dominating hydrogen bonds. The dielectric properties of these materials at different 
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temperatures and at different pressure were characterized using Novocontrol Alpha-A 

impedance analyzer with special sample cells and high pressure set-ups.  

The results obtained for each of the above-mentioned substances were 

described in separate publications, which Mr. Erik Thoms placed in form of subsequent 

sub-chapters of the dissertation preceded by very short summaries. One can assume, 

that these summaries present Erik Thoms's personal opinions on the results obtained 

and his assessment of what he considers most valuable; they contain also declaration 

concerning his inputs to the published articles.  

Thus, concerning the results for protic ionic liquid C8HImNTf2 it is emphasized 

that these are the first published results regarding inflection point observations in the 

pressure dependence dc-conductivity measured far from glass transition. Findings that 

the conductivity relaxation time associated with the inflection point is constant within 

the measured range, Mr. Thoms considers particularly important for possible practical 

applications as well as for basic knowledge.  

The second sub-chapter/paper is devoted to propylene carbonate, being a 

simple molecular glass former. Here Mr. Erik Thoms as the most intriguing result 

indicates the finding that at pressures below the inflection point (or at temperatures 

above the inflection point) both the isobaric and the isothermal curves do not follow the 

Arrhenius law (or its pressure equivalent). It has been shown that the dc-conductivity 

data can be successfully adjusted using the so called MYEGA entropy model modified 

and published some years ago by Prof. Paluch with co-workers. 

The third sub-chapter/paper comprises analysis of anomalous dependence of 

Debye relaxation time on pressure in glass forming liquid 2B1O with dominating 

hydrogen bonds. It is postulated that the reason for the observed anomaly come from 

an ability of transformation of the ring-like superstructure of 2B1O molecules into the 

chain-like superstructure. This hypothesis is supported by observed similar pressure 

dependence of viscosity.  

Each of these publications/chapters is accompanied by declarations of all co-

authors regarding their contributions to the publication. From them one can deduce, 

that contributions of Mr. Erik Thoms to these publications were substantial.  

The last chapter presents summary of the thesis and suggestions for further 

research. Although this is a very short text of only 1.5 pages, it is a very important part 
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of the dissertation, because here Mr. Erik Thoms formulates generalized conclusions, 

linking three separate publications. It allows to learn the doctoral student's point of view 

on his achievements and their importance for the development of the field of 

knowledge. He is aware that the explanation of the inflection point phenomenon 

requires further study. Outlined proposals for further research that can complement the 

results obtained show a critical attitude of Mr. Erik Thoms for own research. I rate it 

highly because every researcher should have this approach. 

At this point, I must emphasize that I am in favor of PhD dissertations in the form 

of collections of publications, especially when they form a logical, well-planned and 

coherent work, and this is undoubtedly the case of the reviewed doctorate of Mr. Erik 

Thoms. However, such a set of multi-author publications should be supplemented with 

an extended own text of the doctoral student which would present his evaluation of the 

performed experiments, his approach to the data analysis and possible doubts in the 

interpretation of the obtained results. In the reviewed dissertation, Mr. Thoms wrote a 

very good and clear introductory part with an analysis of the state of the art and a clear 

formulation of planned research tasks. On the other hand, his own results and 

conclusions are presented in merely three half-page summaries preceding individual 

publications and in a one-and-a-half page final summary. My review has already more 

than three pages, so I feel obliged to close it. My final conclusion is, that in spite of the 

above mentioned critical remarks, I evaluate very highly the research performed by Mr. 

Erik Thomas in frame of his PhD thesis. 

In summary I declare, that the thesis entitled "Inflection Point in Pressure 

Dependent Molecular Dynamics of Various Glass-Forming Liquids" presented by Erik 

Thoms meets the requirements specified in the Act of March 14., 2003 on academic 

degrees and academic title as well as academic degrees and title in the field of art 

(Journal of Laws 2003 No. 65, item 595, as amended) and I am applying to the Council 

of Institute of Physics of University of Silesia in Katowice for admission of Mr. Erik 

Thoms to the further stages of the doctoral dissertation. 

 
Prof. dr hab. Jacek Ulański 


